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Ready? Set. Go! Let’s move our kids to the starting line of a lifelong, healthy active lifestyle.  

Are you just going through the motions of keeping your students “busy, happy good” or are you 

teaching the essential skills and concepts, attitudes and fitness fundamentals? Remember 

everything you teach needs to have a clear and defined purpose, a purpose more than just 

keeping students “busy happy and good.” 

Essential Components of Physical Education - Physical education includes four essential 

components 

that provide the structure for this fundamental subject area 
1. Policy and environment 

2. Curriculum 

3. Appropriate instruction 

4. Student assessment 

Defining the essential components of physical education raises awareness for the critical policies 
and practices that guide school districts and schools in addressing students’ education needs. 
School districts and schools also must establish the written curriculum that defines what is to be 
taught, guides rigorous instruction that supports the curriculum and identifies student 
assessment that will provide evidence of student learning. 
SHAPE America 
http://www.shapeamerica.org/upload/theessentialcomponentsofphysicaleducation.pdf  

THE FOUR PART LESSON FORMAT

1. Instant activity 

A. Warm up type activity – 2-5 minutes  

B. Gross movement usually locomotor movement based 

C. Can be used to establish anticipatory set or review previously learned skills 

2. Fitness activity (health related fitness) 

A. Fitness activities – 6-10 minutes 

B. Activities that cultivate health-related fitness and activity habits 

3. Skill development and lesson focus 

A. Lesson focus – 15-20 minutes 

B. Repetition and refinement of physical skills (Critical elements) 

C. Instructional cues, sequential, and success oriented, at the heart of this component 

D. Lesson activity highly enjoyable activity that stress and reinforce skills that were 

practiced applying them to a game like activity. 

4. Closure, Assessment, and Debriefing  

A. Wrap up – 2-5 minutes  

B. Question and answer, game performance, instructions of the next lesson 
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Pursuit Tag 

Suggested grade level:  2nd and up need at least 10 players 

Equipment:  Cones, tape, or lines to indicate lanes for walking, skipping, dribbling, etc. 

Objective:   Avoid being tagged from behind 

Description:  Everyone begins by walking in the outside lane.  Each person is trying to tag the 

person in front of them.   If the person is tagged they are to move into the next lane.  When 

they move to the inside circle they perform a designated exercise or activity (dribble a ball, 

pushups, sit ups etc.) then they begin again in the outer most lane.  After a few minutes change 

locomotor skill to skipping.  

Variations: Students may be dribbling a basketball or soccer ball 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Line Up Tag (Thanks Chip Candy!) 

Suggested grade level: 3rd 12th  

Equipment: cones to mark boundaries, and enough poly spots for each player 

Directions:  

Designated taggers.  When tagged you run to a poly spot located on the perimeter of the game. 

Once a third person arrives at your spot, the first person in the line is back in the game.  (You 

may loudly encourage others to join your line at the spot).  

Variations: 

1.  Different locomotor movement 

2.  Run as soon as a 2nd person arrives 

Dice is Right  

Suggested Grade Level: 3rd – 5th   
Equipment: Equipment for as many teams as you wish to have.  Each team will one 

die and 6 objects or spots that have numbers 1-6 printed on them. Paper plates printed with 
numbers 1-6 on them will work fine.  
Description: Divide you class into equal teams lined up behind a cone.  Place each teams spots 
across the court from them face up so you can see the numbers.  First player in each group rolls 
a die and runs to the other side of the gym to retrieve the numbered spot that was rolled.  The 
player then brings the spot back to his team.  Next player rolls the die as soon as the player 
comes back. The second player runs to the other side of the gym and searches for the 
numbered spot matching the die.  This continues till all 6 numbers have been collected.  If a 
player rolls a number that has already been collected, the player must return the number to the 

Lane 2 

Exercise area 

Lane 1  

Lane 3 
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other side of the gym.  The game is won when all 6 spots are collected. 
Variations: Change the loco-motor movement from running to skipping to galloping etc. 
Place all spots face down so students have to remember where the number spots they need 
are. 
Adaptations for Students with Disabilities:   Shorten the distance of spots so students don’t 
have to run as far to obtain a spot.  Have students roll die and put chips on a grid next to a 
number instead of running if mobility is an issue. 

CARD CHOREOGRAPHY 
Grade Level:   4th - 12th  
Equipment:   teacher-made exercise cards, music 
Organization:  Divide the class into groups of four, assign each an area.  Place exercise cards in 
the middle of the room. 
Directions: 
Each group draws four cards and places them at their station. Give each group a few minutes to 
practice a routine using the exercises on their cards. When the music starts, students perform 
their routine.  All groups can perform at once or have each group perform separately. 
Examples: hop, 2-step, leap, grapevine, side step, funky chicken, forward, kicks, side kick, 
march in place, elbow to knee, twist, skip, walk, forward, backward, swim, lunge, twist, sway,  
VARIATIONS: 1.  Use movements that would require the participant to use ball skills such as 
dribbling, right/left hand, bouncing between legs, passing ball around waist, head, legs and 
figure eight through legs.  2.  Allow groups to create their own movements in the routine. 3.  
Groups can teach and lead everyone in their routine. 

Ultimate Keep Away 
Suggested Grade Level: 3rd – 5th  
Equipment:  two different color objects that are easily thrown/caught, scrimmage vest to 
differentiate teams.  
Objective: The objective of this activity is to have a team member holding both balls at the 
same time.  Divide the class into teams of 4 – 6 players.  Each team starts on opposite ends of 
the court. Three games can be played at a time playing the width of a basketball court.  Each 
team starts with a ball or other throwing/catching object. The game is initiated by both teams 
throwing off to their opponents at the same time. Each team is trying to protect and keep their 
ball, while trying to capture the ball of their opponents. To capture your opponents' ball, you 
can tag them, intercept it, or pick up a dropped pass. The ball is live at all times, so if you drop it 
or don't catch it, you can pick it up; it is not a change of possession.  Players can move with the 
ball, but if they get tagged, they must give it to the person that tagged them, and no immediate 
tag-backs are allowed.  

Super Hero Fitness Tag (thank you Chad Triolet) 

Suggested grade level: 2nd and up  

Equipment: 6 – 10 green pool noodles cut to about 8 inches with exercise inside a slit 

cut in the side of the noodle 

Directions: Give 6 – 10 students a kryptonite stick (half of a green pool noodle) and are 

superman’s arch nemesis Lex Luther.  All other students are Superman or Superwoman.  When 
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the music starts Lex Luther will try to tag Superman.  When Superman or woman is tagged they 

are given the kryptonite.  They will need to regain super strength from the kryptonite and go to 

the fitness area.   Once in the fitness area they will open up the kryptonite noodle. Inside the 

kryptonite is the exercise/ activity the student will need to do to regain Superman and 

Superwoman powers.  When the exercise is completed s/he will become a tagger in the game 

play area.   

Safety: Remind students to move with control (skip, gallop, slide, etc.) Eyes forward moving in 

open space.  Tags should be a soft tap on shoulder, back, or legs. 

Suggested exercises: Burpees, superman poise, vertical jump, planks, spine bicycling, mountain 

climber. 

Guard the Castle  
Equipment: bean bag for every group of 4 students, cones or poly spots to mark a 5’X5’ square 
Suggested grade level: 2nd grade and up 
Objective: moving in defensive position 
Directions: Divide the class into groups of four players.  Each group is assigned to a 5’X5’ square 
or grid using cones or poly spots to mark the boundaries.  Place a beanbag or critter in the 
center of the grid and one student will begin as the guard.  The other three remain students are 
outside of the grid.  The three outside players work together as a team trying to divert the 
guard’s attention. When this happens, one of the payers may try to remove the beanbag or 
critter from the center.  The student in the middle guards the equipment by tagging the 
students as they enter the grid.  When a student is tagged, all of the students perform one 
quick jog around the perimeter of the grid.  The tagged player switches with the student in the 
middle. 
 

Spiders and Flies  

Suggested Grade Level:  3rd & up 

Equipment needed:  4 poly spots per student 

Objective:  A fun way to work on anaerobic system.  Also helps develop agility and quick thinks 

skills. 

Description of Activity:  Make a four square court with poly spots.  One student is the spider 

and stands in the middle of the four square.  The other four students pick a poly spot to stand 

on.  The goal for the spider in the middle is to catch another student off their corner of the 

square by placing their foot on the corner of the square before they do.  The goal of the flies is 

to try and trade places with each other without the spider getting into their corner.  If a fly is 

beaten to the corner spot by the spider, the roles are switched.  The goal is for the flies to make 

10 changes without getting caught.  If this happens, the spider in the middle owes the flies 10 

movement exercises and a new spider is chosen. 
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Rules:  The flies must make an attempt to trade places every 10 seconds.  If this doesn’t occur in 

10 seconds, you automatically become the spider.  If the flies can go directly across the square 

they earn 2 changes toward the 10. 

King of the Hill 

Objectives: The objective of the game is to become King of the Hill by capturing all 6 pins and 

knocking off the whiffle ball on the cone. The game will allow the students to practice their 

sportsmanship and teamwork skills while increasing their cardiovascular endurance. 

Equipment: 6 bowling pins, cones or floor tape to mark areas, 2 large cones, 2 whiffle balls, 

Rhino Skin balls. 

Class Organization: Divide the class into 2 teams. Place each team on each side of the gym. 

Each team/side starts with 3 bowling pins, 1 large cone with a whiffle ball on top. 

Procedure: Divide the class into 2 teams. Each team has their own side of the gym. Located at 

the end of the gym on both sides is a large cone with a whiffle ball on top. Place a long line 

marked either by tape or by cones about 3 feet in front of the cone and place 3 bowling pins on 

the line. Place another line about 4 feet in front of the bowling pins. Players cannot cross this 

line except to place a bowling pin on the line in front of the cone. 

On the signal to begin, each team starts rolling gator skin balls to the other side trying to knock 

down the bowling pins. If they knock a bowling pin down, they run across the middle line and 

pick up the bowling pin. They bring the bowling pin back to their side and place the bowling pin 

on the line. Once all bowling pins are captured, the team starts throwing balls at the cone to 

knock the whiffle ball off. If the other teams captures a bowling pin, throwing must stop and 

rolling begins again. If a team captures all 6 pins and knocks the ball off, they are King of the 

Hill 

Continuous Relay (Physical Best Activity Guide: Middle and High School Levels, 3rd ed.)  

Suggested grade level: 3rd and up 

Equipment needed: appropriate fast-paced music and player, jump ropes, soccer balls 

Directions: Divide the students in groups of three.  Student one is located at the end of a 

basketball court or about 20 meters away.  Student 2 and 3 are at the opposite end of the 

court.  When the music begins student three begins jumping rope (or another type of skill 

practice) and student 2 starts running to the one at the other end-line students.  After the 

runner arrives, the jumper becomes the runner and heads toward the teammate who is also 

working on a skill or another HRF activity located at the other end of the marked area.   

Partner Dice Relay  

Line hoops up in middle of gym. Two dice per hoop. Each person rolls a die in the hoop. Winner 

runs back to their line, touches it and comes back to any hoop to play again. Loser runs back to 

their line, touches it, does 10 of one of the listed exercises, and comes back to any hoop to play 

again. Continuous play and partners can change hoops where they play. Add a math 

component by 

having students use 2 dice and add or multiply the numbers. 
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Roll and Run  
Suggested grade level: K-5th grade 
Skill focus: 

 Locomotor skills (Galloping, skipping, hopping, etc.) 

 Cardiorespiratory endurance 

 Cooperation 

 Number recognition including: knowledge of greater than & less than 
Set up: 

 Every student begins with one die. 

 All students begin the game with a partner 

 Everyone stands facing their partner ready to roll the dice 
Description of activity: 
On the "go" signal, students roll the dice.  The partner who rolls the higher number gets to take 
1 "victory lap" around the cones running (Or skipping, galloping, running backwards, etc...) 
while the other partner performs jumping jacks or other identified exercise.  When the students 
are done with their movement assignment, they find a new partner and roll again.  If a tie is 
rolled, students high five and roll again. 
Variations: Use different locomotor skills for the students who have to do a victory lap and 
change the exercises.   

Bean Bag Battle  
Purpose of Activity: To help students practice catching and throwing skills in a dynamic setting. 
To familiarize the students with the utilization of the entire open space, along with concept of 
“getting open.”  
Prerequisites: Students have already learned and practiced the basics of catching and throwing 
in both a static and dynamic setting. “Keep-away” with three people is an excellent lead-up 
game.  
Suggested Grade Level: 3-5  
Materials Needed: Cones for general space boundaries and to mark lanes, bean bags, balls 
(Gatorskin or similar type of ball), Jerseys or wristbands  

Description of Idea: Play space set-up – similar to 5yard line markers in football. Space needs to 
be divided into eight equal horizontal sections (two halves). Divide class into two teams (jerseys 
vs. non-jerseys). Each team begins with bean bags (20-30) behind their end-line in a bucket, and 
with their own gatorskin balls, or any similar type ball which can easily be caught by your 
students. The number of balls is determined by the number of participants, if you have 12 
people to a side, allow 4 balls. Basically, the number of balls equals 1/3 the number of players. 
This “helps” each team to focus not only on offense but to play defense, as well. 

Each team starts on their designated side, on “GO” they can travel into the other team’s side to 
try to earn bean bags. They earn bean bags by successfully catching a ball thrown by their 
teammate, from their teams’ side of the play space. (Each thrower may go as far up as the 
center line to throw a ball to their teammate on the opponent’s side). The opposing team can 
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guard, block or intercept. If the opposing team intercepts a thrown ball, they earn the specific 
amount of beanbags that the opposing team would have earned.  

The goal is for each team to earn all the bean bags in the opponent’s bucket by successfully 
catching balls on the opponent’s side of the court. The four lanes on each side coincide with the 
number of bean bags which can be earned with a successful catch in that lane. For example, the 
first lane (going horizontal) equals 0 bean bags (which allows a buffer-zone for 
throwers/catchers), the second lane equals 1 bean bag, the third lanes equals 2 bean bags, and 
the last lane equals 3 bean bags. A ball thrown from your team’s side, and caught in the third 
lane of the other team’s side, earns your team 2 bean bags. You would go behind the other 
team’s end line and get 2 bean bags from the bucket, and then take them back to your team’s 
side and add them to your bucket. The other way to earn bean bags, as stated earlier, is to 
intercept a ball thrown by the other team. The team that captures all the opponent’s bean bags 
first wins the game. 

Assessment Ideas: Either at the end of the game, or during it if need be, check for 
understanding by asking students, "How did you get yourself open?”, “What’s a good way to 
play defense?", “If you are a thrower, did you use a fake to help the receiver get open?” 

Adaptations for Students with Disabilities: For students with visual impairments use balls that 
make noise and balls can be rolled instead of thrown. Buddies can be used with wheel chair 
participants if needed. 

Two Team Throw and Geaux  
GRADE LEVEL:  4 - 12 
EQUIPMENT:  different color or type of balls per game (2 teams), scrimmage vests optional for 
different games/teams 
DIRECTIONS: 
1.  Two teams play a game against each other. Multiple games can be played in the same area. 
2.  To begin the game, Team A and B line up in columns near each other. 
3.  Give a ball to the first player in line from Team A. It is best to have different color balls if you 
have several games going, so they don’t take a ball from a different game. 
4.  The player from Team A must throw the ball as far away from the opponent’s team (B) as 
possible. 
5.  Team B must run to get the ball. The first person to the ball, picks it up and holds it up in the 
air. 
6.  The rest of Team B runs to line up in a column behind him. 
7.  The ball is then passed down the column (over/under) to the last person in line. 
8.  When the last person in line receives the ball, he runs to the front and throws the ball for 
the other team (A) to retrieve. 
9.  The other team (A) then repeats the process. 
10. To summarize: Teams take turns throwing the ball, or retrieving, passing, running to the 
front of the line and then throwing it away from the other team. 
11.  While one team is retrieving the ball, the other team should scatter around the playing 
area so they can cover the field and get to the ball quickly. Strategies develop, and students 
learn to throw the ball where no opponents are standing. 
VARIATIONS: 
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1.  Punt or kick the ball 
2.  Time how long it takes a team to retrieve a ball and throw it- winners have the shortest time. 
3.  Have each person in the group take a turn throwing the ball. 
ACCOMODATIONS:  vary the size of ball      

Throw and RIP 

Suggested grade level: 3rd and up (SPECIFIC SKILLS MUST BE TAUGHT PRIOR TO PLAYING THE 

GAME) 

Equipment needed: 4 footballs or other object(s) that can be kicked or thrown and caught, 

flags or something to hang from their pockets for each player, 2 hula hoops  

 Two numbered teams  

 One team in the field in a scattered formation (defense) 

 One team “at bat” (offense) 
Objective: To move the ball down the field and catch the ball in the end zone and place it in the 

hoop.   

The team “at bat” puts the ball in play by kicking, throwing, or hitting the ball into the field 

(there are no foul balls).  Both teams are equipped with flags or anything that will hang from 

their back pockets.  When the ball is received the player that catches the ball may not move or 

be “ripped off” (flag pulled) until the ball is tossed to an eligible teammate (any player on their 

team that still has their flag).  The defensive players try to “rip” the flags off of the offense.   

Any player that has possession of the ball cannot have their flag ripped.  The defense may try to 

knock down or intercept the ball.  If this occurs the ball is placed out of play.  When this occurs 

the offense begins play with their next “batter” and new ball.  Defensive team receives one 

point for each flag that is ripped.  Offense receives one point for each successful catch in the 

hoop.  Switch places after the four balls have been played or all have “batted”.  

NOTE:  If there is a dropped ball offensive players may pick up the ball and continue to play.  If 

the defense recovers the ball they can put it out of play.   

 

Rainbow Tag 

Suggested grade level: K-5th grade 

Equipment: Six different color wrist bands: red, yellow, orange, green, purple, blue 

Safety considerations - students should be aware of others while moving through open space. 

Objective: Students are working to collect all six colors before signaled to stop or first person to 

have all colors.   

Description: Students each begin with one wristband.  On the signal, everyone is “It” and may 

tag anyone else.  If tagged, the wristband is given to the tagger.  Each person may only have 

one of each color at any given time.   

Modifications:  Change the speed of the game by having all students walk instead of running.                                                                                                                             


